
Welcome to I.B. 
Information for Grade 9 
Parents and Students
This presentation will 
be posted on the IB 
page of our website.



IB Mission Statement

 The International 
Baccalaureate aims to 
develop inquiring, 
knowledgeable and 
caring young people 
who help to create a 
better and more 
peaceful world through 
intercultural 
understanding and 
respect.



Who should choose IB…?
Students excited about learning!!
► Partial IB students choose courses for interest or career 

aspirations & should pick classes in which they are strong.

► Full diploma IB students should be efficient, motivated 
students who are not challenged enough in the regular 
program. 

► Students who are anxious or are perfectionists are not a 
good fit for full IB.  Tears and stress happen to everyone 
and high school is already a big transition!



IB Learner Profile



The IB Learner
►Students who are fast learners (25-50% more 

material per class than regular stream)
►Students who continue learning on their own
►Students who can get motivated by set-backs
►Students who take responsibility for heavy 

workload and deadlines (and ask for help when 
required)

►ELL students should ask for advice on course 
placement



Benefits of the IB Programme

►If something is hard, you need to work that 
part of your brain extra hard before age 20 to 
maximize its potential for the rest of your LIFE.

►Universities appreciate students taking 
enriched curricula (apply as an “IB Student”)

►Advanced credit or advanced standing may be 
given based on performance on IB exams

►Qualify for more scholarships
►The IB Diploma is seen as the “classic” liberal 

arts education by post-secondary institutions.



Expression of Interest 
(E of I) Process

►Students submit to the CBE area IB 
school for their primary residence with 
an E of I on or before January 15th .  

►Students who do not reside in 
Western’s regular boundary need a 
transfer signed by their designated CBE 
high school and their designated IB 
school (if it is not Western)….



CBE Transfer Process
►Submit your E of I to your area IB school 

with a transfer request, marks, and a letter 
explaining IB program reasons for 
requesting transfer to their IB Coordinator 
(also by January 15th).  We are not involved 
until it is approved.  You may also need a 
transfer from the designated non-IB high 
school (even if you are not in the CBE).

►The E of I should support those transfer 
reasons as well as the letter.



French Immersion IB

►French Immersion IB is only offered at 
Western (although LBP offers French 
Immersion with English IB classes)

►French Immersion and Francophone 
students from all areas (except LBP’s) may 
apply to Western with a signed transfer 
from their designated CBE F.I. school



Expression of Interest
►Writable pdf available on our website
►Is not an application (submit it any time 

from now until Jan. 15).  We prefer it by 
MAIL or dropped off.  No emails please!  

►No junior high recommendations are 
required (but please consult teachers to see 
if they believe IB is the right choice).

►Submitted with a citizenship document and 
minimum of the most recent report card 
(Grade 8 final report is the usual choice).



How do we fill our programme?
►We receive about twice as many E of I’s from 

students than we have room for, so you will 
need to make a COMMITMENT to the 
programme to enter and stay at our school. 

►We fill our programme with qualified 
designated boundary students first. 

►Transfer students will be evaluated on whether 
we believe they can follow through with their 
commitments in the “reason for transfer”

►Students from outside of Calgary are 
encouraged to apply but there may not be 
much space



Committing to the IB programme
► Families who submit an E of I directly to Western 

by the deadline will be emailed by January 26th

with a possible invitation to an IB registration 
session or will be re-directed to a non-IB program.  

►Transfer students will have their Expressions of 
Interest evaluated as they are received and will be 
contacted after we determine space.

►There may be a small waiting list kept if necessary 
but we recommend applying to Western as a 
general transfer student before March 15th if on 
the waiting list (no IB would be possible).



Math Diagnostic Test
► Students wishing to take Math IB must write this 

test (Date:  Monday, January 28th 4 – 5 PM in our 
main gym).  Transfer students - you can come even 
if you haven’t heard back from us before that date.

► Please bring any calculator, pencil, and ruler.
► Preparing for the test is not required (Any extra 

math practice is good, including Pascal Math Contest 
Q’s to help with critical thinking).

► Recommendations for course placement are e-
mailed out (Math 10-C can still lead to full IB). 

► This is not an entrance exam for IB.  The math 
dept. recommendations should come in time to 
inform Grade 10 registration.



I’m recommended for Math 
IB….What does that mean?

►Recommendations assume a decent 
background, regular tutorials & homework, 
asking questions, and taking advantage of 
other supports (peer tutors, Study Space 
etc.) to ensure success.  It will still be hard!

►This goes for all of your classes.  Students  
should assume they will attend tutorials 
before and after school EVERY Monday-
Thursday to maximize potential for success.  
(8:35am- 9:00 am and 3:20 – 3:40pm)



I’m not recommended for Math 
IB…..What does that mean?

► Students who are close to the recommended grade 
for IB Math may be invited to attend a two week 
Math camp (in August) for additional support

► Students who are not recommended to take Math IB 
after the placement test should register for Math 
10C during the course registration sessions. *Full IB 
is still possible!* 

► Students may get “stuck” in a course that is above 
their ability if they don’t listen to the 
recommendation.  With lots of effort, failure is 
unlikely (but still possible for misplaced students).



An Email we received this fall:  
Good evening, I am emailing you in regards to my child _______ who 
is in the period __ math 10C pre-ib course. Although it has been a 
short period of time, she/he has voiced her/his frustration about 
struggling in the class. She/he says she/he is unable to keep up with 
the classes fast pace and does not understand anything in the class. 
She/he has told us that she/he knows her/his limits and that the 
class is beyond her/him and that she/he would be more successful 
in a regular stream class. She/he regularly comes home frustrated 
and struggles to understand the concepts and although she/he 
knows she/he should have gone to tutorials she/he still thinks 
despite the extra help the class will be beyond her/him. She/he says 
the class was too hard to handle and although even the normal 
stream class may too be a challenge she/he believes it would be a 
better fit for her/him. We were hoping that she/he could be placed 
into the regular stream although it is said to be full.



Frequently asked questions…
► What are conditions for transfer approval?

- IB program reasons only (ie. a series of IB classes to the 30 level)
► What if I move into the IB boundary in the spring? summer? 

- We will not be accepting late applications, but you may be able to 
transfer from an IB programme for which you were already registered

► What if I am an elite athlete; will I have time for IB? 
-It is definitely possible, but ask yourself, how busy am I now?

► What if I already have Math 10? Science 10?
- Math 10 WCpreIB and Science 10 WCpreIB are recommended

► What if I want to change course selections in the spring / summer?
-any changes that will be made will be based on space (assuming you 
are still following through with 2 IB classes and any transfer 
requirements

► What if I decide IB is not for me, right away, as soon as I start?
- We timetable based on February course selection and cannot
accommodate timetable switches in the fall – even if you move to our 
regular designated boundary.



French Immersion IB FAQ’s
► Can I apply for F.I. IB, but take S.S. and Math in English?  

- Not possible. 
► Can I apply for partial IB in French Immersion?
- Yes, you can take any (2 or more) IB classes you like (one 
of which must be FLA IB). 
► Can I apply for FI IB from an English school?
- Not generally possible. 
► Can I apply for English IB and still take FLA IB?  

- This is unlikely but you are welcome to discuss it with the 
French Immersion learning leader



IB Model

 Three HL subjects are 
studied at higher level - 240 
hours (20, 30, and 35IB)

 Three SL subjects are 
studied at standard level - 150 
hours (20 & 30IB)

 All three parts of the core-
EE, ToK, and CAS are 
compulsory for diploma 
candidates and are central to 
the philosophy of the Diploma 
programme.

Performance in all aspects 
can be translated into a score 
out of 45 points for a diploma.



IB Courses at Western
► Group 1: English Literature HL only (may write SL)
► Group 2: Spanish: ab initio, Spanish B SL or HL

French: ab initio, French B SL or HL, 
(or IB Chinese at T.C.A. on Saturdays)

► Group 3: History of Europe HL, Philosophy SL or HL,        
Business & Management SL 

Group 4: Biology SL/HL, Chemistry HL, 
Physics SL/HL

► Group 5: Math SL/HL
► Group 6: Visual Art SL/HL
► (HL = higher level  SL = standard level)
Classes in red MAY be unique to Western.
Other on-line possibilities…www.pamojaeducation.com



IB vs. AP (AP is not offered here)
► IB is a second diploma with 3 

core components, 6 courses
►Theory of Knowledge is 

incorporated in all IB courses
► IB courses have an inquiry 

based internal assessment 
(25%) and exams (75%)

► IB teachers have mandatory 
professional development and 
schools are regularly 
evaluated

►Advanced placement 
is generally only 
offered course 
by course

►AP grades are based 
off of exams only

►Check out your 
possible AP schools

►AP is likely less 
expensive



Full vs. Partial IB
Full IB Diploma
(~$1500 in Grade 11/12)

► Must take 6 IB courses        
(3-4HL/2-3SL)

► One course in each group (1-
5) plus one extra course 
(language, second science, 
Philosophy, Art, Business…)

► Must complete EE, ToK, and 
CAS over grade 11 and 12

► May qualify for automatic 
scholarships, early entrance to 
university …

► Advanced credit, apply with IB 
grades and/or Alberta grades.

► Bilingual diploma possible

Partial IB
(“IB Courses Student” – costs 
vary depending on # of courses)

► Complete 2+ IB courses to the 
exam level (interest / passion)

► Easiest way to get 3 IB 
Sciences 

► If these exams are written in 
different years, the IB reg. fee 
must be paid twice (+$250)

► You may* drop from full IB to 
partial IB (only at the end of 
semesters / years) 

► Advanced credit, apply with IB 
grades and Alberta grades…

- fees are only paid in exam years 
(grade 11 and / or 12)



Misconceptions of IB
► “It is only for the highest achieving students.” 
– generally true but with the right attitude, others can do it
“I can’t be well-rounded in IB...no time.”
- IB students are very well-rounded and are leaders in many of our school 

clubs and organizations.
► “The homework is WAY more than the regular program.” 
– likely 25% per core course (plus more core courses per semester)
► “There is no flexibility and no choice.”
- With our large IB selections, there is definitely choice but few “options”
► “IB is only for people who want to go to school overseas.”
- Canadian and US universities respect the IB curriculum, but benefits 

vary (check our IB page for university recognition summary)
► “My marks will be way lower if I take IB.”
- The grades reflect how students perform in the regular Alberta program 

(however, not a perfect system)



What full IB students don’t 
normally have time for:

► Electives in Grade 10 (except band or choir) – Band and 
choir are specifically timetabled to include IB students as 
classes are offered “outside of the regular timetable” –
75% enrolled are IB students)

► Phys-Ed after Grade 10
► Three I.B. Sciences (most Science enthusiasts will take at 

least one summer school class to complete a third non-IB 
Science)

► CALM is usually taken on-line during Grade 11 (outside of 
the timetable)

► Sample 3 year plans are in the IB Handbook (they are only 
samples as there are many ways to combine courses).



University Recognition of IB
Most universities recruit IB graduates.  (Though, in 

general, universities want all of our Western grads!)

Universities will evaluate both the IB and Alberta 
marks and choose the most advantageous to the 
student.

(Full IB – they will look at the total IB points /45, 
Partial IB – they will generally convert the IB grade 
out of 7 to a percentage grade for the admission 
average)



University Recognition continued:
U of A -
UBC – 15% of their undergraduate population is 

made up of IB grads
- *Google your university of choice with the term 

“IB recognition” or take a look at the links on our 
IB page.



What I.B. Students have said…

►“Try full I.B. to keep your options open.”
►“Don’t cave in to peer pressure to go in to 

IB or to stay out of IB.”
►“First year university was a piece of cake.”  
►“I am a lab goddess at university.”
►“Don’t procrastinate!”



Thank you!

► Email me, Susan Rivers serivers@cbe.ab.ca with 
IB specific questions.

►No personal appointments are possible due to my 
teaching schedule but most questions can be 
answered by phone, email, or during class 
selection in our group registration sessions.


